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We believe that methodologies and tools can help developers in automatically detecting and correctlng design defects Unfortunately, design defects do not belong to a unique category. We classify design defects according to their scope within the application. Using this criterion. we distinguish three main types of design defects: Intra-class, znter-class: aiid behavioral In section 2. we propose a classification of design defects found in the literature following these three categories. %: e show that intra-class design defects have been studied and automated extensively in literature. We also show that little has been done to automate the detection and correction of behavioral and inter-class design defects. The mail1 reason is the lack of formalization and the need to rell-on experts' intuition Consequently, we propose guidelines to autoniate the detection of inter-class design defects based on design patterns and using constraints. In Section 3. we postulate that detecting group of entities (classes. interfaces) with participants (type. number. etc.) and relationships (inheritance. association etc.) similar to well-known design patterns is equivalent to the detection of a subset of inter-class design defects. The guidelines. presented in Section 4. consist in (1) formalizing design patterns using a nietamodel: in (2) decorating the resulting inodel a i t h det,ection (constraints) and transformatioil rules: in (3) using a constraints solver with explanations to detect iuto source code groups of entities siniilar to a modeiled design pattern; and finally, in (4) transforming the source code to comply with the specification given by the design pattern model. We illustrate these guidelines with an example based on the Compostte pattern and using PTIDEJ. a prototype tool that integrates the four steps of the guidelines.
Finally, in section 5 , we discuss the guidelines proposed and the results obtained. aiid \\-e give future direction of studies.
2: A classification of design defects
By introducing a classification of design defects. we aim to discover recurring detectioii and cori-emon methods. This classification will ease the assessment of new reeiigineering techniques and tools. Sortiug and classifying design defects is complex because of the inultlple points of view available. In the presented classification. we do not int,end to give an exhaustive view on design defects but to offer a co111111011 framework to be discussed. enriched. and evolved.
2.1: The basis
We establish the current classification from the literature [l. 5: 9. 10. 12. 13 . 16 41. 421. based on tlie scope of the design defects inside an object-oriented applications. It distinguishes among design defects involving the int,ernal struct,ure of a class. design defects iiivolviiig interactions among classes. and design defects relating to the application semantics. ! Ve retaiii these three categories because they represent three distinct levels of abstraction and thus must rely on different detection and correction techniques.
w DD1 +? intra-class. This category includes any design defect related to the internal structure of a class. The algorithms overweigh the data structure. the data structure extension is slowed down because it must be modified every time a new algorithm is added and it is likely to grow rapidly out of control [15] .
2.2: An evolution
These three categories are not orthogonal and several design defects do not fit simply 111 a single category. We define four additional categories ds the intersections of the three previous ones. These categories allow a finer-grain classification of the design defects. It is now possible to distinguish among design defects relative to any combination of syntactic, structural, semantic, or architectural defects. These supplementary categories also allow differentiating among design defects that root in one category and imply changes in another one. For example, duplicated code across classes [lo: 13, 40 ) is detected into the internal structures ( O D l ) of the classes, but the resulting defects appear in both their internal structures This combination ( D O l ) and of their the architecture location and (LIDS). the effects on the ar-A"tkcl T@s* chitecture of the design defects might seem confusing, but we believe it is relevant to enhance the distribution of design defects over the different categories and to allow finer-grain comparisons of the associated detection and correction techniques.
Thus, evolving from the three main categories, we introduce ten categories to classify the design defects, as in Figure 1 . 
The set of all the design defects implying the structure. the semantics, and the architecture of the application. Table 1 on the right presents the number of design defects found in the literature following the ten previous categories. We found 61 different design defects [17] . Among those 61 design defects, 13 were related to the actual architecture of the classes' (9 in the DD3 category and 4 in the DDgUntz-clockw'se category), whereas 39 correspond to defects in the internal structure of the classes (27 in the DD1 catcategory)' That egory and 12 in the DD;Lockwzse is, 25 percent of the intra-class design defects have automatic detection or correction methods (not including the design defects for which it exists manual procedures). This figure drops to 8 percent for the inter-class category.
2.3: The results
These results corroborate what we had intuitively expected: Intra-class design defects have been more extensively studied and automated. A reason is the similarity of intra-class design defects with defects in procedural programming languages. Procedural programming languages exist for more than 50 years and have been subject to several studies [24: 371, whereas the first catalogue of good objectoriented architectural practices only appeared in 1994 with "Design Pattern: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software" [15] .
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41n the rest of this paper, intra-class design defects refer to the design defects from category D D s and DD~'Lc'-c'"'k'''''e 299 3: T h e problem of a u t o m a t i n g t h e detection and correction of interclass design defects
3.1:
T h e problem a n d its hypotheses hlaiiy studies [lo. 13. 20; 35. 401 address the problems of autoniating the detection and the correction of intra-class desigri defects. Few studies aim at the automation of both the detection and correctioii of inter-class design defects. Inter-class design defects [lo, 3 2 . 391 appear in the architect,ure of the application. their det.ection requires understanding the software architecture. Inter-class design defects are difficult to define independently of the applicatioii and its contest (foreseen evolution. life spaii. cost. ...) : A same architecture may be valid for an application and incorrect for ailother. Thus. wr need a repositor>-of good designs independent of the context for reference. IVe uiust restrict the problem of autoniatically detecting and correcting inter-class design defects to defects that are coiitext-iiidepeiident arid related to well-krioivn architecture LVe make f o u~ hypotheses: (1) Design patterns published iit [lj] embody quality architectural solutionb. independent of the coiitest or of the language: ( 2 ) Inter-class design defects and design patterns relate to one ailother: ( 3 ) The detect,ion of groups of entities similar to a design pattern corresponds IO t,he detectioii of a subset of design defects: and. (4) The modification of the groups of participants ,incl their relationships, such that they comply precisely with tlie design pattern. improves t h e quality of the architecture.
'Tlie first h>-pot.hests is legitimate because the pat,tcriis III [lj] assume a general Smalltalk-or CAL-Iex-el object,-oriented programming latiguage. These patterns address commoii everyda>--life object-orietited prograrnming problems. Therefore. we assume that t hese design patterns are language and doniaiii iiidepeudeut. The second hypothesis reriiiiids that softLvitre architecture is the cc"iioii denomiiiator hetween design patt.erns and inter-class defects. The t,hird and fourth hypotheses are working hypotheses 1311 and thus arguable Future st.udies oii the automatic detection and correction o f iiiter-class de51gii defects \vi11 prove. disprove. or modifi these hypotheses.
3.2:
T h e design p a t t e r n s as references of good designs jlj] contains twenty-three design patterns. .4 design pattern describes a staridard solution to solve a coniiiion design problem. This solutioii captures design concepts of esperiericed software engineers [4] . It is presented i n a semiformal record including four essential sections: (1) A nanie identifyiiig tlie patterit in a unique and meaniiigful way (related to the problem addressed). In our attempt at autoniat,ing design defects detection aut1 correction. we choose to ignore the sectioii dcscribing the problem addressed by a design patt.ern The problem is presented iiiore oftt.11 d'i the rationale to apply the pattern rather than as tlie design defects to correct It is difficult to deduce foriml detection rules from the rat,ionale. although they are Iiiglily useful to uilderst.and tlie purpcm c d t h e pattern. On the contrary. design patterns solutions define good design architecture (or iiiicro-arcliitecture
[E]) in a semiformal \Yay. LVe can use these solutions as our repository of refereiices. Detecting these solutions in source code help uriderstaiiding tlic application ['S. 28. 431 ancl lve believe tliat the cletection of architectures similar. but not equivialent. to t,hese solutiolis highlights poor tlesigii solutions 120j iieediiig iiuprovements. 1i.e use the formalization o f design patterns solutioiis" usiiig our rneta-model for both code understariding and design defects detection.
3.3: A meta-model for design p a t t e r n s
There exist several meta-models for representing desigii patterns but uone are specific ally desgiied towards detection and code traiisforiiiatioii /30] introduces a iiieta-model for design patteriis iiistaiitiiitioii and validation but without support for code generation In the tool PATTERKGES /3(;]. the meta-model does not support code geueration (another module handles it) and i t offers no patterns detectioii In [ I l l . the fragments-based system allows only representation and compositioii of desigii patterns.
\ . \ ' e define a meta-model that handles uniformly tlesigii patterns instantiation6 niid detection Tlie ineta-model embodies a set of entities ancl the interaction rules anion8 them .All the entities needed , "In t h e rest of thls paper. we refer LO deilgn patterns solutmnh as .design p a r r e r n i because the solutions c a p r u r r r h e i e r y 'Instantiation refers t o the rraiisformarion of existin. code to compl\ w t h t h e specification of a design pattern ur LO the i m e m (architecture) of the desian patterns production of t h e code Implementing a design pattern -T4-tatgmbasoc PDcle tin M d h d Figure 2 : A UML-like partial representation of our meta-model to describe structure and behavior of design patterns introduced in [15] are present. Figure 2 shows a fragment of the meta-model.
A model of pattern is reified as an instance of a subclass of class Pattern. It consists in a collection of entities (instances of PEntity), representing the notion of participant as defined in [15] . Each entity contains a collection of elements (instances of PElement), representing the different relationships among entities. If needed, new entities or elements can be added by specialization.
The meta-model defines the semantics of the design patterns. A pattern is composed of one or more classes or interfaces, instances of PClass and Plnterface and subclasses of PEntity. An instance of PEntity contains methods and fields, instances of Pnethod and PField. The association and delegation relationships are expressed as elements of Pentity, using the PASSDC and PDelegatingMethod classes. The detailed rules of operation and use of the meta-model are out of t.he scope of this paper and will not be discussed further.
We formalize design patterns using the meta-model. The reified design patterns become first-class entities that we can manipulate and about which we can reason. We use the reified design patterns to generate source code and to detect similar set of entities (classes and interfaces) in source code: Design patterns are detected and instantiated depending on their declarations. not depending on external specifications. Section 4 presents an example of how the meta-model is used to describe design patterns.
3.4: The meta-model, the constraints, and the transformation rules
We use the meta-model to define abstract models of design patterns. A contradiction explanation is a set (x, E>, where x is a set of variables, and E c c a subset of the constraints, such as (x, E> is a problem with no solution. Each constraint is weighted and the system automatically relaxes the constraints from E within a given weight range when no more solutions are found. The weights do not create a hierarchy of constraints. They distinguish constraints from one another and solutions from one another.
This approach presents two main advantages: (1) The system automatically discovers distorted forms of a design pattern in source code from a precise definition of it. Thus, this approach differs from the use of logic progamming [25, 33, 431 where developers need to foresee and explicitly express all possible distortions. (2) Each solution of a distorted form is associated with the set of constraints relaxed to obtain it. Thus, it is possible to explain a solution according to the constraints relaxed. For example; if a constraint states class must be p u b h c , the distorted solutions -found without this constraint -reference this constraint as the reason why they are solutions.
A constraint is a set <<VI, DI>. cv2, Dz>, . . . , cv,, Dn>, R> where vi is a variable, D, the domain of the variable and R the relation to be maintained among the variables vi over their domains D,. The detection, in a given source code, of the entities which relationships satisfy the description given by an abstract model of a design pattern implies that: (1) The variables corresponds to the constituents of the abstract model. Therefore, a variable may be any of the constituents defined by the meta-model (i.e., a class.
an interface, an association, etc.). (2) The domain of a variable is the set of all the constituents of the source code which types are equal to the variable type. (3) The relationships among variables enforce the relationships declared in the abstract model. For example, the class must be public constraint is defined Because we use the constituents extracted from the source code as domains for the variables corresponding to the constituents of the abstract models, we exploit the same meta-model to describe both the abstract models of design patterns and the source code.
A distorted solution knows which constraints the solver relaxed to obtain it (i.e.. which constraints specified by the design pattern abstract model are not verified). We use this information to automatically transform the source code. Transformation rules are associated with each constraint. These rules express the transformations our transformation engine, JAVAXL [2] , performs on the source code to verify the associated constraint. JAVAXL is a source-to-source transformation engine dedicated to JAVA. Its purpose is to provide a set of operations to modify any JAVA source code. 
4: The guidelines and the Composite pattern
This section illustrates our guidelines using the Composite pattern example. The Composite pattern composes "objects into tree structures to represent part-whole hzerarchies. Composite lets clients treat individual objects and compositzons of object unifonly" (I151 page 163).
We use the implementation version where chitd management is defined in the Composite class, which is the most common use of this pattern (for instance, see classes Using the Composite pattern, the guidelines consist: In (1) defining the abstract model of the design pattern to detect. The pattern composite is described using the constituents provided by the meta-model. This description is straightforward following the preceding class diagram. In (2) declaring the detection and transformation rules according to the design pattern specification. In (3) modelling the given source code using the meta-model. In (4) applying the detection rules on this model. And, in ( 5 ) applying the transformation rules associated with the constraints relaxed for each solution (if a solution corresponds to the complete specification of the design pattern, it is not associated with any relaxed constraint. therefore no transformation rules are applicable).
A tool, PTIDEJ' , integrates these guidelines. It is used (1) to map the meta-model over a given source code; (2) to offer a graphical representation of the mapping; (3) to call the solver; (4) to present the solutions to the constraints system; (5) to apply the transformations; and, (6) to present graphically the modified source code.
4.1: T h e Composite p a t t e r n abstract model, detection, a n d transformation rules
The abstract model is expressed as the JAVA class Composite. subclass of the class Pattern: in a declarative manner using constituents of the meta-model. The table on the left, in Figure 4, 
4.2:
T h e C o m p o s i t e p a t t e r n i n a text d o c u m e n t description application The input source code in which we want to detect the Composite design pattern is a simple application of text document description. A Document contains elements (class Element), which can be T i t l e , Paragraph or indented paragraph, P a r a h d e n t . The Main class creates an instance of Document and fills it up with titles, paragraphs: and indented paragraphs. The relationships among the classes Element, Document, T i t l e , Paragraph and P a r a h d e n t are typicak of a Composite pattern. However, class Document should be a subclass of Element because we want a uniform interface between the composition object and individual objects. We apply the constraints defined for the Composite pattern on the source code corresponding to the application modelled using the meta-model. Figure 5 (on the left) shows a graphical UML-like" representation of the application. 
4.3: T h e a p p l i c a t i o n of t h e d e t e c t i o n
4.4: The application of the transformations
The gray-shaded boxes represent entities belonging to (at least) one group of entities similar to the Composite pattern. When a box is selected, the tool highlights all the entities belonging to this particular group and presents the related information: The degree of similarity of group with the original abstract model, the constituents of this group, their values and the associated transformation rules.
On the following example the group composed of classes Element, Document and Paragraph is similar at 50% to the Composite pattern. The transformation to apply is given by the XCommand field: In the example, the class Document must be subclass of class Element.
The transformation engine performs automatically the modifications on the application by executing the XCommand on the source code. Then, the result is loaded back into the tool. Figure 5 (on the right)
illustrates the resulting architecture of the application:
The original application. a selection, and the refactored application
5: The Guidelines: fitness and pitfalls
We now discuss our guidelines: It is desirable to automate detection and correction of design defects related to design patterns and guidelines using constraints are original. However, this problem is difficult.
and full automation is unachievable. We present here observations that lead us to lessen our claim for a fully automatic reengineering process.
t Description of the design patterns. The meta-model we introduced is specifically oriented towards design pattern detection and instantiation. It allows us to describe and to detect most of the design patterns in [15] . However, our meta-model suffers the limitations of other metamodels: (1) It lacks of expressiveness with respect to the dynamic aspect of the application. it expresses relationships among entities, not among instances; (2) It needs to be further specialized to allow a finer-grain control over the constraints and transformation rules. We demonstrate this problem when declaring the constraints associated with the Composite pattern.
We need a constraint on the type of the entities playing the role of leaves to detect a wider range of similar groups This problem is comparable to the use of logic programming. although it is less severe because it does not compromise the automation of the detection of a subset of design defects. It increases only the number of false negative. and thus decreases the number of groups of entities found to need improvements.
t Definition of the detection rules. We express the detection rules as constraints over the set of the meta-model constituents. The set of rules to detect a given design pattern is so far written by hand independently of the pattern abstract model. It is one of our objectives to automatically generate the set of detection rules needed to detect a design pattern from the corresponding abstract model. Furthermore, we want to use the weights associated with each constraints as a mean to differentiate solutions. However, setting weights automatically may not be possible and may impede further the automation.
t Application of the constraints. The domain of the constraints is the given source code
We express the source code with the same meta-model used to describe design patterns, because the variables in the constraints correspond to the constituents of the design pattern abstract models. We need to ensure that a model of the given source code can be obtained automatically. Because not all the information is always decidable, the lack of information limits the expressiveness of the meta-model and the automation of the detection process. For example. if a generic collection" is used. the type of an association may be known only a t runtime. Scalability is also an issue: Mapping our meta-model over a large application is a slow and fragile process and requires a large amount of memory. This fragility reduces the range of applications we can deal with. However, once the meta-model is obtained, the detection does not present the same weaknesses: Constraints are already used to solve industrial problems.
b Application of t h e t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s rules. The system can automatically apply all the needed transformations to convert distorted forms of design patterns into the described forms. Sets of transformation rules are associated with each constraint. They contain the transformations necessary to modify the source code to satisfy the Constraints. But, it is unlikely that transformation rules can be associated with all constraints. We deduce constraints from design pattern abstract models, using meta-model constituents. Transformation rules work a t the source code level. We cannot cross easily the semantic gap between constraints and transformation rules. For example; the composition constraint of the Composite pattern involves an abstraction that has many implementations at the source code level.
6: Conclusion
In this paper, we first introduced a classification of design defects based on their scope within the application and related to the automation of their detection and correction. The three main categories are zntra-class design defects, behaworal design defects. and znter-class design defects. This classification shows that intra-class design defects, related to the structure of classes (classes, methods, fields; etc.): have been extensively studied, whereas inter-class design defects. related to the architecture of the application; need to be further considered.
This classification into three categories (plus seven additional composite categories) is an interesting starting point. However, the classification does not provide a sufficiently precise division. We believe we ought to divide design defects into additional categories. For example, we will divide intra-class design defects into: (1) syntactic design defects; (2) structural design defects; and, ( 3 ) intra-methods design defects. Such an extra partitioning will distribute design defects more accurately and will make possible the comparison of related techniques and of detection and correction tools. The classification also needs to include more works from the literature.
Then, we propose guidelines for the automatic detection and correction of inter-class design defects, based on design patterns and using constraints with explanations. We hypothesize that design patterns represent good architectures and that pieces of code similar to design patterns represent potential places for improvements. We define a meta-model used to model design patterns and source code. We deduce detection rules and transformation rules manually from design pattern abstract models. The detection rules are defined as constraints on the source code, associated with transformation rules that modify the source code such that it complies with the constraints.
However, we must develop our hypotheses: We must consider domain specific-knowledge in the metamodel because what seems to be an improvement in most cases may introduce a defect in few cases. Moreover, the guidelines do not address the different levels of abstraction between detection constraints and transformation rules. The preceding limitations reduce our aspiration to fully automatic detection and correction of design defects.
We plan to further investigate the possibilities of including domain-specific knowledge and mechanisms to measure the degree of improvement -using design metrics [7] . Another direction of research consists in integrating both constraints and transformation rules in the meta-model. It will imply a finer-gain definition of the meta-model that may impede its robustness and conciseness. Two distinct meta-models may be a solution: One (high-level) for the design pattern specification and another (low-level) for the source code description, with the constraints and the transformation rules linking the two levels. We will also test our guidelines on larger real-life applications to evaluate precisely its efficiency and scalability. For example, JHOTDRAW [14] contains more than 125 classes and identifies several design patterns.
Finally, we will develop our guidelines into a complete methodology including other categories of design defects.
"The class Vector in J4v.4 is an example of generic collection All of its elements are typed as Object tmtances at compile-time
